
Ishka Michocka’s Drop 
The poetic meaning of form distortion 
 
 
      
Water has inspired artists, poets, writers, moviemakers, gurus, priests and those who are 
empathetic towards nature. The mystery of its indescribable and infinite possibilities of 
interpretation is denoted throughout human and art history. 
 
Claude Monet, to give one of many examples, defied by the end of 19th Century, all kinds of 
limitations to express, through some of his paintings, the magic of deviation of forms and 
colors; and those of light and its effects through water. He powerfully confronted the waters of 
the ocean to create magnificent artworks that had transcended far way through his epoch. 
 
Despite their different times and contexts, there is a clear consonance between Ishka 
Michocka’s Drop photographs and Monet’s painted waters. On the one hand, Ishka is looking 
for an exploration of meaning throughout the distorted forms of underwater bodies in 
movement – emerging of her own lifetime curiosity of the effect of refraction/reflection of light 
over water in contact to the human body. On the other hand, Monet at his time looked for 
distortion of opaque surfaces’ shadows reflecting over the water surface.  
If art has frequently correlated creative souls in different times and contexts, this is one of those 
cases. Both of these artists, far in time and history from each other, made their work to be 
allied not with the source of water, but with its magical effect as a visual experience, making it 
happen that a natural motive allows bringing the viewer into a timeless sensorial undergoing. 
 
Ishka Mischoka’s photographic approach creates an immediate presence of a faerie realm of 
color- just as critics of Monet’s paintings alleged in relation to his paintings- and there is a 
conception of magical effects of light, in its widest spectrum, turning out as new compositions 
of de-constructed forms of the human body in contact with the translucent fluid.  
In this sequence of her work, Ishka Michocka’s subject matter is about the bond of sovereignty 
of the spiritual significance of the body, and its interaction with nature’s most eminent medium 
to human beings even before their birth: water. 
 
Here is where Ishka’s gaze undertakes the significant action of staging a new appearance of 
her model’s bodies; distorted by reflection/refraction of light over water, she gives them a sense 
of ghostly appearance by transforming anatomic structures into geometric and abstract shapes 
through the diverse angles of the lens of her camera.  
 
This playful movement’s interaction between underwater structures and skin colors creates 
infinite possibilities into new contexts. Here is where the fantasy, personal understanding, day-
dreams, history, mood and esthetic experience of Ischka Mischocka’s work, open a space for 
the viewer to undergo the most profound, and at the same time, the most familiar sense of 
connection to nature - our origin: the mother’s womb.  This may be the point of awareness that 
these photographs engender: where are we? who are we? It all depends on what surrounds 
us. 
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